Here we report the development of Conbase, a software application for the identification of somatic mutations in single cell DNA sequencing data with high rates of allelic dropout and at low read depth. Conbase leverages data from multiple samples in a dataset and utilizes read phasing to call somatic single nucleotide variants and to accurately predict genotypes in whole genome amplified single cells in somatic variant loci. We demonstrate the accuracy of Conbase on simulated datasets, in vitro expanded fibroblasts and clonally in vivo expanded lymphocyte populations isolated directly from a healthy human donor.
division
2 ), the expected number of false positive variants far exceeds the predicted number of true somatic mutations.
In WGA data, expected observations include sites displaying reads originating from both the maternal and the paternal alleles, as well as sites displaying reads originating from only one of the two alleles (due to allelic dropout) 3, 4, 5, 6 . Sites displaying reads originating from only one allele may result in falsely predicted reference genotypes (false negative genotype calls) if dropout occurs only for the mutated allele. In addition, sites may be covered by reads derived from multiple locations in the genome (for instance due to failed realignment and structural variation that differ between the reference genome and the genome of the donor), or from the same location in the genome, where a subset of reads contain a mismatch against the reference genome (due to WGA errors) 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 . In the absence of additional information, such observations can be indistinguishable from true somatic mutations and will result in falsely predicted alternative genotypes with support for a non-reference base (false positive genotype calls). Taken together, alignment artifacts, amplification errors and allelic dropout result in false positive and false negative genotype calls, hampering the use of variant calling to define phylogenetic relationships at the single cell level 4, 5 .
In order to circumvent these issues, we developed a computational strategy for the unsupervised discovery of somatic single nucleotide variant sites (sSNVs) in single cell whole genome sequencing data, including accurate genotyping of the individual single cells independently of the global rate of allelic dropout. Conbase is a multistep algorithm that confirms the allelic origin of bases through read phasing, by using the abundant signal from germline single nucleotide variants (gSNVs) across the genome. The discovery of sSNV sites is based on analysis of observed haplotype concordance within individual single cells, across the dataset and in an unamplified bulk sample. By further exploiting the phasing information, locus specific allelic dropout is determined per sample individually, enabling exclusion of false negative genotypes resulting from dropout of the mutated allele.
We demonstrate the specificity of Conbase on simulated data and two different real datasets containing single cell DNA libraries from healthy human cells prepared using different WGA techniques. Both datasets exhibit high rates of allelic dropout, and one exhibits in particularly high error rate. One dataset was generated from CD8 + T cells, making it possible to evaluate the specificity of variant calling in real data isolated from healthy human subjects, since the true clonal relationships can be confirmed by parallel analysis of rearranged T cell receptor genes. Using this dataset, we perform extensive evaluation of variant calling output and comparative analysis with the recently described single cell variant caller Monovar 4 . Indeed, Conbase outperforms Monovar in calling true sSNVs in real world data obtained from WGA amplified single cells isolated from a healthy human donor.
In summary, we demonstrate the effectiveness of Conbase for identifying true sSNVs in single cell DNA sequencing libraries of varying quality from biologically relevant populations of human cells. We believe that Conbase will be an increasingly valuable tool for applications ranging from phylogenetic analysis of single eukaryotic cells on the basis of acquired sSNVs to the characterization of the mutational landscape of single cells in healthy and diseased tissues.
Results

Overview of Conbase variant calling
Allelic dropout and errors caused by amplification errors and alignment artifacts can result in false negative and false positive genotype calls, respectively (illustrated in Figure 1 ). Conbase circumvents these problems by integrating phasing and analysis of observed haplotype concordance during variant calling ( Figure 1 ). Phasing putative sSNVs to gSNVs allows for the determination of maternal or paternal origin of variants, because true sSNVs are expected to be observed only on either the maternal or the paternal allele in the population of cells 
Performance evaluation on simulated data
To evaluate the specificity of Conbase, we generated synthetic mapped read file datasets of samples with known genotypes to study how allelic dropout and errors affect the ability of Conbase to correctly predict genotypes (Figure 2 Table 1 ). We first estimated amplification efficiency relative to allelic dropout and locus dropout, by analyzing the fraction genomic bases covered by reads and the fraction of gSNV sites covered by reads originating from the maternal allele, the paternal allele or from both alleles (Supplementary Figure 3) . On average, 26 % of genomic bases were covered by at least one read, with a 70% allelic dropout rate at the covered gSNV sites (Supplementary figure 3) . The low coverage and high allelic dropout observed in the MALBAC libraries is likely to reflect the fact that the cells were harvested by laser capture microscopy and thus part of the genomic material may be lost in the isolation process.
We next performed variant calling on bulk genomic DNA and single fibroblast libraries using Performance evaluation on real world data obtained from in vivo expanded human
CD8+ T cells
We next generated a dataset using multiple displacement amplification (MDA), a WGA method using the proofreading polymerase Phi29, which is associated with lower error rate and increased amplification efficiency 6 .
To evaluate Conbase on data generated from cells harvested directly from healthy human subjects, we examined CD8 + T cell clones, that had been expanded in vivo after yellow fever Table 1) . As compared to MALBAC data, the percentage of bases covered by reads was higher in MDA data and the error rate was lower (Supplementary Figure 5) Following variant calling with Conbase, no further quality filtering is required, although cutoffs for read depth were evaluated. As expected, decreased read depth cutoffs resulted in increased number of variant sites passing filters (Supplementary Table 2 ). Again, we compared our results with Monovar as a reference for the accuracy of Conbase. We attempted a range of cutoffs for DP and GQ, as well as requiring for a variant to be observed in increasing number of samples, in order to obtain putative sSNVs from Monovar output.
Decreased DP cutoffs resulted in increased number of variant sites (Supplementary Table 2 ).
In agreement with results from fibroblast data, applying no filters for GQ resulted in an unexpectedly high number of variant sites, while applying GQ cutoffs on Monovar output resulted in a substantial decrease of sites passing filters (Supplementary table 2 exclusively observed within cells belonging to the same clone. Biologically implausible genotype distributions were defined as sites where the variant call is observed within both clones and at least one cell displayed the reference genotype.
Validation of sSNVs Identified by Conbase
We validated a selection of the sSNVs called in T cells by Conbase, through PCR screening of additional MDA libraries generated from single CD8 + T cells isolated in parallel and determined to be clonally related by TCR sequence to the cells subjected to high-coverage whole genome sequencing. As a control, we included single CD8 + T cells identified as a third clonal population (Clone C, Supplemental Table 1 
Discussion
Conbase is to our knowledge the first available software capable of leveraging data from multiple samples in a dataset and utilizing read phasing to call and determine the presence or Following variant calling with Conbase, we were able to confirm that identified sSNVs represent true somatic mutations by PCR screening of additional single cells sorted from the same donor and identified as being clonally related to the two clonal populations used for whole genome sequencing. We did not detect these variants in any cells isolated in parallel from a third unrelated clone. Indeed, we believe that this approach will provide a useful platform for expanding the analysis to hundreds or thousands of cells using targeted screening after identification of high confidence mutations in single cell whole genome sequencing data by Conbase.
Conclusion
We report the development of a software that enables identification of somatic mutations at low read depth in single cell whole genome sequencing data exhibiting high rates of allelic dropout.
Methods
Algorithm description
Conbase requires whole genome sequencing data from WGA amplified single cells and an unamplified bulk sample to predict sSNV sites and genotypes. Conbase takes three inputs:
single cell and bulk bam files, a human reference genome in fasta format and gSNV coordinates to be used for phasing. gSNV coordinates and gSNV base observations are obtained from vcf output previously generated from variant calling in a bulk sample by By knowing the designated * we also know which of the two alleles we expect to observe the variant on, either { } or { }. Consider the following: while we may jump to the conclusion of having found a variant as soon as we observe e.g. tuple in a sample, if the where s j is the (internal) ratio for the tuples and w j is the (external) ratio for a given tuple pair in relation to all of the tuples for a site from a homozygous and heterozygous perspective.
These ratios will be used to determine the confidence in the allelic origin of the sSNV for a given site. The case when * = { , } is treated analogously. where (0.1) is the internal ratio parameter and (0.9) is the external ratio parameter.
The reads covering the sSNV may cover multiple gSNVs, which is why a collectively decided final genotype can be defined by letting all qualified In the current report zero samples displaying conflicting genotypes were allowed per site. A common artefact in variant calling output, is regions with clusters of false positive mutations, correlating with areas in the genome regions with poor mappability. In the current report, a maximum of 1 mutation per kb was allowed.
Sequence alignment and data processing
Following whole genome sequencing and demultiplexing, the reads were trimmed from Illumina adapters using Cutadapt
14
. WGA adapters were trimmed from MALBAC amplified samples using Cutadapt 14 . Read pairs were aligned to the human genome (human g1k v37 with decoy) using Burrows-Wheeler aligner (BWA-MEM) 15 . Processing of the mapped reads and sequencing data quality evaluation was performed using Picard Tools Variant calling was performed using FreeBayes with default settings 8 .
gSNV filtering
Following variant calling in bulk samples using FreeBayes, variants were filtered by vcffilter Figure 9) .
Generation of Simulated Data
To generate data with known genotypes we selected gSNV sites in a bulk sample from the T cell donor (filtered as above) present 15 bases apart, where the alternative base in the downstream gSNV site was present on the same allele as the alternative base in the upstream gSNV site. We next filtered these loci to obtain sites were the Fibroblast donor (bulk sample) was heterozygous in the downstream gSNV site, and homozygous for the reference base in the upstream site. A total of 40 loci were passed these requirements, representing one gSNV site and one neighboring simulated variant site. Read data covering these loci were extracted by samtools view. Data from the T cell donor represent a sample with reads from both alleles mutated in all sites (sample_mut). Data from the Fibroblast donor represent a sample with reads from both alleles unmutated in all sites (sample_unmut). To simulate allelic dropout data that would be representative of the read depth distributions observed in WGA data, we extracted reads from single cells with coverage over the simulated loci. We constructed one file containing reads only displaying the reference base in the (downstream) gSNV site (sample_ADO_ref), and one file only containing reads displaying the alternative base in the (downstream) gSNV site (sample_ADO_alt). Samples affected by allelic dropout were simulated by extracting and merging reads from sample_mut, sample_ADO_ref and sample_ADO_alt (using samtools). At 50% allelic dropout, 50% randomly selected sites were covered by reads extracted from sample_mut. Of the remaining sites, 50% randomly selected sites were covered by reads extracted from sample_ADO_ref and the remaining sites were covered by reads extracted from sample_ADO_alt. Samples affected by errors were simulated by merging reads from sample_unmut and sample ADO_alt in increasing number of sites.
Clonal human fibroblast Isolation and Analysis
Single cells isolated from a primary human fibroblast cell line C5RO (normal) were expanded in vitro on a Leica frame slide. Clonally related cells (determined by time lapse movie recording) were isolated by LCM. 11 cells from clone1, three cells from clone2 and two unrelated cells were next subjected to WGA using MALBAC (Yikon Genomics). Samples were individually inspected using a bioanalyzer (Agilent) and library preparation was done using KAPA HTP Library Preparation kit Illumina Platform (KR0426,KAPABIOSYSTEMS) and whole genome sequencing. The cells belonging to clone 1 were sequenced to an average depth of 15x. The single cells belonging to clone 2 and unrelated cells were sequenced to an average depth of 10x. An unamplified bulk sample from the same primary cell line was sequenced to an average depth of 40x.
T cell Sample Preparation and Cell Sorting
Study participants were recruited into an ongoing study to monitor immune responses to the were incubated on ice for 10 minutes in lysis buffer after which neutralization buffer (400mM HCL, 600mM Tris-HCL pH7.5) was added followed by an additional 10-minute incubation on ice. Lysed cells were subsequently stored at -80°C until amplification reactions were performed.
WGA by MDA
Lysed single T cells were subjected to multiple displacement amplification (MDA) as previously described 17 . A mixture containing dNTPs (Invitrogen, 2mM), random hexamer primers with 3' thiophosphate linkers (5'-dNdNdNdN*dN*dN-3', IDT (50uM)), and repliPHI polymerase (40U) in phi29 reaction buffer (Epicentre) was added to each well to bring total volume to 20uL. Cells were incubated at 30°C for 10 hours followed by a 3-minute incubation at 65°C to inactivate the phi29 polymerase. The resulting libraries were diluted in H2O to 50uL and concentrations of double stranded DNA were measured (Qubit, Broad
Range dsDNA kit).
Identification T Cell Receptors from Single Cell MDA Material
We adopted a previously published method 18 so that we could screen large numbers of single Table 3 ). A dilution of each reaction was subsequently used to perform a second, nestedtouchdown PCR with internal primers designed against each variable and joining region of the human TCR a or b chain locus. The internal primers contained handles which were used to index each well for the 96-well plate so that they could be pooled into a single reaction.
Each plate was then prepared according to the Truseq (Illumina) protocol for sequencing on an Illumina Miseq (2x150bp reads). After demultiplexing of Illumina sample indexes, the reverse read (R2, 150bases) Fastq file was converted to Fasta format. Identical sequences were clustered using the FASTX-Toolkit (http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/) FASTA Collapser. Then sequences were sorted by our 96-well indexes using the FASTX barcode splitter, and the first 44 bases were finally trimmed off using the FASTA trimmer to facilitate downstream sequence analysis. Because the internal primers targeting the joining regions were within 50bp of the CDR3 region of the TCR it was possible to identify clonal T cells based on shared CDR3 nucleotide sequences. All samples were individually analyzed using the IMGT database to identify the CDR3 sequence 19 .
Selecting High Coverage Libraries for Illumina Sequencing
Clonal T cells were grouped and high quality libraries were identified using a panel of chromosome specific PCR primers as described previously 9 . High quality T cell libraries were considered to be samples with detection at the majority of loci and were subsequently processed using a PCR-free TruSeq library preparation kit (Illumina) and sequenced with a HiSeq X using a theoretical coverage of 30x per sample (SciLifeLab, Karolinska Institute).
Screening Related Clonal T Cells by Sanger Sequencing
Single cell libraries that were included in the original screening which matched clones A or clone B were identified to be used for verifying selected mutants (summarized in Supplementary Table 4 ). An additional clone (Clone C (TCRa: CAAHSPYSGNTPLVF, TCRb: CASSSGTAYNEQFF) was used as a control to determine whether mutations could be found as artifacts in unrelated T cells. Primers were designed to span both the gSNV and the putative variants and samples were subjected to 35 cycles of PCR (Tm: 67°C) (PCRBIO HiFi Polymerase, PCR Biosystems) yielding approximately 1000bp amplicons (Supplementary   Table 4 ). Additionally, primers contained handles (similar to those used for TCR screening) so that secondary amplification cycles could be used to index samples if necessary. Amplified samples were analyzed by gel electrophoresis and bands were excised for DNA isolation (Nucleospin Gel Clean Up, Techtum). Gel-purified DNA samples were sent for Sanger sequencing (KI Gene Facility, CMM, Karolinska Institute) using primers specific for the universal handle incorporated onto each Forward primer (Supplementary Table 4 ). Sanger sequencing results were analyzed visually using the software package 4peaks and are summarized in Supplementary Table 4 . 
Comparisons of single cell variant calling algorithms for performance evaluation
Hierarchical clustering
Variants called by Conbase and Monovar were used to define distances between cells.
Distances between cells were defined as unknown if no shared sites were detected. For shared sites, the distance was decreased with -1 for each site where cells have the same call (mutated or non-mutated) and increased with +1 for sites where the cells have different calls. The distance matrix was then clustered using standard hclust with the distance 'ward.D2'. For
Monovar matrices with more than 45K sites (no applied GQ filtering), 45K randomly selected sites were included in the clustering analysis.
Conbase Output
The 
